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Challenge
Reduce reliance on IT for tag management and 
increase marketing agility

A major electronics company, one of the world’s most iconic 

brands, decided to replatform its entire, seven-year-old 

ecommerce website and grow its analytics program. 

The old website required significant ongoing maintenance and 

support from the IT department, and it often took months for 

new tags and code pushes to be implemented. With analytics 

seen as a lower priority for IT, and no tag management system in 

place, the company’s digital marketers often felt stuck.

Not only were IT resources limited when it came to deploying 

new code, but accurate tracking data was not unified or 

customer-centric. It was also difficult to obtain visibility into 

the customer path and track how campaigns on the site were 

performing.

The marketing team hoped the new ecommerce website would 

maintain a high level of internal customization, but also integrate 

an enterprise tag management system in order to amplify the 

pace and power of marketing initiatives.

Introduction
Making marketing more agile in order to meet 
ecommerce customer needs

Competition for consumers in the digital economy is fierce. And 

whether a customer lingers and shops on a website or abandons 

their effort to a competitor can boil down to the quality of their 

online experience.

That’s why marketers of ecommerce companies are seeking new 

solutions that will help them become more agile and gain data in 

real-time in order to optimize, engage and convert. As companies 

update and replatform their ecommerce sites, they’re turning 

to tag management systems their marketing teams can control 

directly.

"We were stuck in a traffic jam of 
coding, often waiting months to 
implement tags. With Ensighten, 
we’ve reduced the wait to just hours. 
We now have much more marketing 
agility."

Lead Web Analyst
Direct ecommerce unit

With analytics seen as a lower priority for IT 
and no tag management system in place, the 
electronics company’s digital marketers often 
felt stuck

Marketers of ecommerce companies are seeking 
new solutions that will help them become more 
agile and gain data in real-time in order to 
optimize, engage and convert
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Results
Fast tag implementation, low costs and optimize 
on the fly

Ensighten’s platform enabled the electronics company’s digital 

marketers to add tags and new functionalities to the site easily, 

reduce costs and make data management simpler. Other 

significant results included:

• Improved data quality

• Faster collection of data and optimization of marketing 

campaigns

• Spot-on analysis of shopper types, both psychographic and 

demographic

• Unification of all tagging initiatives across every digital 

touch point

• Faster page load performance

As the Lead Web Analyst of the direct ecommerce business unit 

explains, “Ensighten gave us the power to innovate and grow our 

analytics platform. Now we’re able to optimize our business on 

the fly and do really creative things with our analytics—with no 

significant IT involvement and total website customization.”

Solution
Ecommerce tagging without waiting

The Ensighten team of project managers and success engineers 

immediately started working with the electronics company to 

ensure the replatform initiative would be successful, and that 

customers would have the best experience possible on the new

ecommerce website.

By leveraging the power of Ensighten Manage, the company 

quickly was able to replatform with minimal additional 

complexity. And rather than being stuck in an IT traffic jam, 

waiting for IT resources to deploy tags and code, Ensighten gave 

the marketing department the ability to:

• Implement tags and deploy new code within hours, without 

IT involvement

• Maintain a high level of customization

• Increase marketing agility by owning and acting on data in 

real time

• Deliver the right customer experience

• Boost conversions and accelerate revenue

"We can optimize more quickly 
and be more creative with 
marketing initiatives."

Lead Web Analyst
Direct ecommerce unit

Ensighten’s platform enabled the electronics 
company’s digital marketers to add tags and 
new functionalities to the site easily, reduce  
costs and make data management simpler
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About Ensighten
Ensighten is a global cybersecurity leader, offering next generation client-side protection against data loss, ad injection and intrusion. 

Through the Ensighten solution, organizations can assess privacy risk and stop unauthorized leakage or theft of data, as well as 

comply with CCPA, GDPR and other data privacy regulations. Ensighten’s MarSec™ platform protects some of the largest brands in 

the world from data leakage whilst ensuring maximum web page performance.

Ensighten is headquartered in Menlo Park, US with the European HQ in London, UK. To learn more visit www.ensighten.com and  

join the conversation on LinkedIn and Twitter.

https://www.ensighten.com/
https://twitter.com/ensighten
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ensighten

